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Start Up and Shut Down Procedures

             *The rule of thumb, the Arc lamp is turned on first and the Software is turned on
last. The other equipment to be turned on do not have a specified order, but can
be turned on as follows to ensure everything is covered.

Start Up Procedure

1.          First, turn on the Xenon Arc lamp which is the black box located below the
vibration table, under the microscope on the right side.  Once turned on, this
lamp should be left on for at least 30 minutes. Once turned off, it should remain
off for at least 30 minutes.

2.          The APC Power box is to the left of the Xenon lamp and should be left on at all
times (you should not need to touch this).

3.          To the left of the APC Power box is the bright field box labeled Nikon. Turn on.

4.          To the left of the Nikon box are two black power transformers. The bottom one is
for the CoolSnap HQ Camera (attached to the right of the microscope for wide-
field fluorescence). Turn on. The top one is for the silver Cascade Camera
(attached to the left of the microscope for Confocal) and the switch for this is
located on the camera itself. Turn on.

      Switch for the 

Cascade CCD camera

Joystick for x, y remote 

controlled stage movement

Remote control fine focus.

Press blue button on side 

for use

1.

1.

4.

4.

3. 2.

4.
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5.     On the table to the left of the microscope are four pieces of equipment stacked on

top of each other. On the top is the PRIOR ProScan II for x and y stage controller.

Turn on.

6.     Below is the Sweptfield equipment. Turn on the switch on the back right side.

7.     Below is the AOTF Control which allows you to choose laser lines. Turn on.

8.     Below is the equipment labeled LAMBDA 10-2 which is the filter wheel controller.

Turn on.

9.     Power on the microscope. The switch is on the back left side.

10.  There are two laser boxes that are located under the table, below the monitor. The

toggle switch is always left in the ON position, but to activate the laser, turn the

key from off to the start position momentarily and release. The key will then go

back to the “on” position and remain there. This is done similarly to starting up

your car. You will then be able to hear the fan start.

        It is recommended to wait 30 minutes to allow the laser to stabilize. DO NOT start

and stop the laser frequently. If not in use for 1-2 hours then it can be switched to

standby, but if more than 3 hours it is okay to turn off. Make sure to wait a while

before turning back on. The fans that are collecting and blowing off heat from the

lasers should have stopped from the last time it was on, before restarting the

lasers (recommend waiting 30 minutes).

5.

6.

7.

8.
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11.         If doing a live imaging experiment, make sure the temperature regulator is

turned on the day before to allow ~12 hours for the entire environmental chamber

to warm up to the selected temperature.

12. Lastly, turn on the computer and click on the NIS ELEMENTS or MetaMorph icon.

MetaMorph will warn you if something is still turned off because it will be trying to

communicate with the hardware. Follow the protocols outlined for using each

software program.

Top laser box: 488-514nm

Bottom laser box: 568-647nm

10.

10.

11.
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Shut Down Procedure

1. First, before turning anything off (especially the xenon lamp or lasers), check to see

if anyone is scheduled to use the system after you as the system can not be turned

off and back on quickly.

If you are the last person to use the system on a Friday then the temperature

regulator should be turned off. Otherwise, during the week this can be left on for

other experiments throughout the week since it takes ~12 hours for the

environmental chamber to reach the specified temperature.

2.     When shutting down the confocal microscope system, the directions for the start up

procedure can be done backwards as long as the software is shut down first and

the xenon lamp is shut down last.

Please do not forget to shut off the Cascade CCD Camera. The Coolsnap CCD

Camera switch is located on the black power transformer, and because the switch

for the Cascade is on the camera itself, it can easily be overlooked.
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Acquiring an Image with SFC Acquiring an Image with SFC –– NIS Elements NIS Elements

1. Double click the NIS-ELEMENTS AR icon on the desktop to 

        startup the software.

2. The software will prompt you to select the driver. Choose ROPER SCIENTIFIC and 

         press OK. 

3. The software will prompt you to SELECT HW UNIT to choose a camera. 

        Choose the CASCADE 512B for confocal.    
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4.     Select the magnification that you want from the 

        software, add a drop of oil to the objective if using 

        an oil lens, place specimen on the appropriate 

        stage adapter and focus using bright field or 

        fluorescence.

        When using brightfield or fluoresence make

        sure the path is directed to the eyepieces.

        Note: Make sure the objective is down before

        putting on or removing your specimen.

        Slowly focus up until the oil touches the coverslip. 

        With fluorescence you will notice the beam of light 

        spread out across the glass. You should now be close 

        to in-focus and can adjust using the fine focus while 

        viewing through the eyepieces.

        

          

                 * For focusing and viewing through the eyepieces with 

                 fluorescence select the appropriate fluorescence 

                 (i.e. FITC, Dapi, Texas Red)

         To stop exposing the specimen with fluorescence temporarily, press the EPI 

                 shutter toggle button shown above.

5. Select the HOME APERTURE button to initialize

    the slider and wait for the green light labeled 

    aperture to go off, located on the sweptfield 

    control box. You can then move the slider to 

    choose the desired aperture.
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6. Select the desired laser line and enter the 

    power intensity (0-100%). Suggest starting

    at 10-20% intensity first. 

7. Select SFC 488, 514, 568, or 647 for the laser line you are using. This will color your image 

    corresponding to the laser line chosen.  Select the pathway to be directed to the left port.

8. In the LUT (Look Up Table) choose the exposure

    time from the pull down list. The READOUT SPEED

    can be switched to 5 MHz. The rest should look

    as it appears to the right. 

9. Select SCAN ON/OFF under the Aperture Position

    to start and stop the scan.

Note: When the scanning is on, you will be unable to 

         adjust the exposure time. You must stop the scan, 

         adjust the exposure time and start again.

*Once you have begun scanning, a check box

  will appear on the LUT to mark for autoscaling.

  This should be marked when acquiring images 

   (see next page).
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10. Once the live image has appeared on the screen, you can adjust the multiplier a little

      to obtain a better signal to noise ratio. When you want to acquire the image select the 

      camera button located above the image. Note that the even though the image has been 

      acquired, you still need to stop the scanning.

11. On the LUT window select the button on the top right for MODIFY IMAGE THROUGH

      LUTS. You can now go to SAVE AS under the FILE menu and after creating a folder on 

      the desktop or server, save the image as a TIF file. For timelapse or z-series you 

      need to export the .nd2 file to a TIF file for saving. This command is located under

      APPLICATIONS<DEFINE/RUN EXPERIMENT.

The Cascade is a 16 bit CCD camera. Especially if you will want to do quantification

it is necessary to keep the 16 bit format so as to not lose any information. The newest

version of Photoshop should support this. 
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Multidimensional Acquisition Multidimensional Acquisition –– NIS Elements NIS Elements

Z-Scanning:

1.  Have the desired image in live mode.

2.  Under APPLICATIONS select DEFINE/RUN EXPERIMENT

3.  The MULTIDIMENSIONAL ACQUISITION window will open. Under

EXPERIMENT SETUP check the box for Z SERIES and any others if you

wish to do them as well.

4.  To set the ABSOLUTE POSITIONS, when the image is in focus, it should be the

approximate middle, so while in focus press REPOSITION.

5.  Using the portable fine focus, focus down until the image is completely blurred

and not visible and press SET BOTTOM.

6.  Then focus all the way up until the image is not visible again and press SET

TOP.

7.  Stop scanning to avoid photobleaching and set the step size and location to save

the file.

8.  Use the suggested step size given to you according to the objective you are

using and the software will automatically show the number of steps based

on your set positions. You may also check RELATIVE POSITIONS to

range around your current position.

9.  Select BROWSE to choose the area for the file to be saved (it will be saved as a

.nd2 file which is compatible with AutoQuant).

See the following sections for setting up the wavelength and timelapse information

before running the acquisition.
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Multiple wavelengths:

1.  To set the wavelengths for a z-series or timelapse, make sure the

WAVELENGTH box is checked under the EXPERIMENT SETUP. Click on

the WAVELENGTH tab and you will be able to view the available laser

lines.

2.  Check the box next to the desired wavelengths and make sure the ones you

want are moved up in position to the top. Move the wavelength up by

highlighting it and pressing the blue up arrow.

3.  The wavelengths to be used on the SFC Control also need to be at the top of

the list and in the same order as in the multidimensional window.
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Timelapse:

1.  Make sure the box is checked next to TIME under the EXPERIMENT SETUP.

2.  Choose the T-TIME tab to set the timelapse information.

3.  Set the time interval for how often an image will be acquired. Set the duration

for how long the experiment will go on for. The software will automatically

calculate the number of loops (acquisitions) that will be performed

according to your settings.

4.  When finished setting up all the parameters and you have chosen a destination

to save the file, select RUN NOW.
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Acquiring an Image with Fluorescence - MetaMorph

1. Double click the METAMORPH icon on the desktop to startup the 

    software. The software will search for a connection with the 

    hardware and so will notify you if something is not turned on. 

2. Select the magnification that you want from the pull down list, and add a 

    drop of oil to the objective if using an oil lens. Place specimen

    on the appropriate stage adapter and focus using bright field or 

    fluorescence (looking through the eyepieces). 

3. You can focus by either selecting BRIGHTFIELD and then press

     EYEPIECES on the ILLUMINATION tool bar to send the light 

     to the eyepieces or you can select the fluorescent wavelength 

     you plan to use (e.g. FITC) and send to the EYEPIECES.

        Note: Make sure the objective is down before

        putting on or removing your specimen.

4.  Slowly focus up until the oil touches the coverslip. With 

     fluorescence you will notice the beam of light spread out across 

     the glass. You should now be close to in-focus and can adjust using

     the fine focus while viewing through the eyepieces.

5. If you want to stop exposing the specimen with the fluorescence

    temporarily, you can press the TOGGLE SHUTTER (press twice

    to toggle off).  

6. Choose the COOLSNAP HQ CAMERA.

7. Once in focus, select RIGHT PORT from the ILLUMINATION tool bar to 

    send it to the CoolSnap HQ camera.
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You can adjust the exposure time while in Live. If overexposed (too light), decrease

the exposure time.

8. On the ACQUIRE dialogue box, press the pull down menu under SETTING and

    choose FLUORESCENCE instead of bulb mode as shown.

9. Select the exposure time to start out with and press SHOW LIVE. This same button 

    can be used to STOP LIVE.

By increasing the binning to 2, 4 pixels are merged into 1, thus taking less time to 

acquire, but decreasing resolution.
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11. The image will first appear as a monochrome image. Select the multicolored circle      

      shown above to choose a color for the image.

 10.  Make sure that AUTOSCALING is turned on. Check this by selecting the icon shown

        above with a picture of a scale on it.

12. When you have the image you want, press ACQUIRE on the Acquire dialogue

      box.

13. Create a folder on the desktop or server for you to save your images in. Under FILE

       choose SAVE AS and save the image as a TIF file.

The CoolSnap HQ is a 12 bit CCD camera. Especially if you will want to do quantification

it is necessary to keep the 12 bit format so as to not lose any information. The newest

version of Photoshop should support this. 
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Multidimensional Acquisition - MetaMorph

1.  Select APPS from the toolbar and choose MULTI DIMENSIONAL ACQUISITION.

2.  Under the MAIN tab check the boxes next to the parameters that you want to set

up for the experiment.

3.  Click on the SELECT DIRECTORY to choose the location where the file will be

saved. Name the experiment to be saved in the area next to BASE NAME.
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1.  To set up the stage positions, select the STAGE tab.

2.  Scan through your sample to find the desired areas. When you find an area,

     focus and type in the correct name (i.e Position 1) under POSITION LABEL. 

     Then select ADD to add this stage position to the list. The positions will store 

     the X, Y, and Z coordinates.

3.  Continue to scan your sample and add as many positions as necessary for your 

     experiment.

Multiple Stage Positions:

See the following sections for setting up the z-scanning, wavelengths and timelapse 

information before running the acquisition.
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Z-Scanning:

1. Under SETTINGS FOR ACQUISITION SERIES, choose what loop order you want to do.

2. While the desired image is in live mode, use the portable fine focus to focus down until

    the image is gone or completely out of focus and press SET BOTTOM TO CURRENT. 

3. Then focus all the way up until the image is gone again and press SET TOP TO 

    CURRENT.

4. Stop scanning to avoid photobleaching and set the step size.

5. Use the suggested step size given to you according to the objective you are using and 

    the software will automatically show the NUMBER OF STEPS based on your set positions. 

    You may also check RANGE AROUND CURRENT to range around your current position

    instead of using absolute positions.
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Multiple Wavelengths:

1. To set the wavelengths for a z-series or timelapse, make sure the wavelengths box

     is checked under the MAIN tab.

2. Next to # OF WAVES enter in the number of wavelengths you will use.

3. Select the different wavelengths from the pull down list next to ILLUMINATION.

4. Enter the exposure time.
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Timelapse:

1. To set the timelapse parameters, make sure the box is checked next to 

    TIMELAPSE under the MAIN tab.

2. Set the TIME INTERVAL for how often an image will be acquired.

3. Set the DURATION for how long the experiment will go on for.

4. The software will automatically calculate the NUMBER OF TIME POINTS

    (number of acquisitions) that will be performed according to your settings.

5. When finished setting up all the parameters and you have already chosen a 

    name and destination to save the file (under the MAIN tab), select  ACQUIRE

    and the multidimensional acquisition will begin.
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Sensitized Emission FRET Imaging - MetaMorph

Necessary Samples:

CFP Donor alone sample
YFP Acceptor alone sample
CFP-YFP FRET sample

Alignment of W1 and W2 images obtained by Dual-View under SplitView Command

Necessary Image Acquisition using Dual/Quadview system:
CFP Donor alone sample: CFP ex/CFP em and CFP ex/YFP em (FRET) images
YFP Acceptor alone sample: CFP ex/YFP em (FRET) and YFP ex/YFP em images
CFP-YFP FRET sample: CFP ex/CFP em and CFP ex/YFP em (FRET) images

Image Processing:
Calculation of Co-efficient A

= (Average thresholded intensity of Acceptor image from FRET filter set/ Average
thresholded intensity of Acceptor image from Acceptor filter set)

1. Open CFP ex/YFP em (FRET) and YFP ex/YFP em images of YFP (Acceptor) alone
sample.

2. Define region of interest (as much signal as possible in the threshold for better
coefficient calculation) and measure average intensity using Region Measurements.
The background signal may have to be measured for each image.
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3. Calculation of Coefficient A = (YFP ex/YFP em Average Intensity – Background
Average Intensity) / (CFP ex/YFP em Average Intensity – Background Average
Intensity)

a. 0.03844 for the first experiment

Calculation of Co-efficient B
= (Average thresholded intensity of Donor image from FRET filter set/ Average
thresholded intensity of Donor image from Donor filter set)

4. Open CFP ex/CFP em and CFP ex/YFP em (FRET) images of CFP Donor alone
sample.

5. Define region of interest (as much signal as possible in the threshould for better
coefficient calculation) and measure average intensity using Region Measurements.
The background signal may have to be measured for each image.

6. Calculation of Coefficient B = (CFP ex/YFP em Average Intensity – Background
Average Intensity) / (CFP ex/CFP em Average Intensity – Background Average
Intensity)

a. 0.78267 for the first experiment

Sensitized Emission FRET
= RAW FRET – A* Acceptor – B* Donor

7. Open CFP ex/CFP em and CFP ex/YFP em (FRET) images of CFP-YFP FRET
sample.

8. Under SplitView Command, split Dual-View images into two separate files (W1 and
W2)
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9. Under FRET Setup, choose Component, Sensitized Emission, Donor W1, Acceptor
W2, and RAW FRET W2
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10. Under FRET Image Correction, choose Constants, and input Constant A (Coefficient
A value) and Constant B (Coefficient B value). Then save settings for this analysis.

11.Press Apply and SE-FRET image will pup up!
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CFP Recovery Analysis after Photobleaching of YFP

Necessary Images Acquisition:
CFP-YFP FRET sample: CFP ex/CFP em and CFP ex/YFP em (FRET) images of pre and
post-bleach process

12. Under SplitView command, split dual-view images of pre (W1 and W2) and post-
YFP bleach CFP/FRET images (W1-1 and W2-1).

13. Under Ratio Images command, perform ratiometric analysis of W1 (pre-bleach) and
W1-1 (post-bleach) CFP image. Choose Numerator (W1-1, post-bleach),
Denominator (W1, pre-bleach), and Min Ratio (1), Max Ratio (2 or 3)

14. Press Apply, and CFP recovery ratio will pop up!  In this case, the presentation is 0-
255 linear gray scale (8 bit) of 1-2 or 1-3 fold increase (0=1 and 255=2 or 3).
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Pre-bleach CFP Post-bleach CFP Post/Pre CFP ratio
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Note: when using Fura2, experiments must be done using the 40x oil Plan Fluor objective.

4. Select NEW from the Command Bar.

Fura-2 Ca2+ Imaging - MetaFluor

1. Open the MetaFluor icon from the desktop.

    

2. The Command Bar will open on the MetaFluor desktop. 

    Choose PROTOCOL to load a protocol file.

3. Select the experiment you want to do:  

    FURA2.FSF. Press OK.

This should open up a:

(1) 340nm window,

(2) 380nm window,

(3) a ratio window and

(4) an Experiment Control panel.

(Corresponding to the Fura2 protocol you

selected)

1 32

4
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5. Select CONFIGURE EXPERIMENT (CFG EXP) from the Command Bar.

Only two wavelengths should be selected for 340 

and 380. Keep the boxes checked as shown Below. 

Press OK.

6. Select CONFIGURE ACQUISITION (CFG ACQ). 

    Wavelength 1 should be set for 340 and Wavelength 

    2 should be set for 380.

    

7. Under DIGITAL CAMERA ACQUISITION 

    PARAMETERS you can set the exposure time. 

    If you want to have different exposure times for the 

    2 wavelengths then check the box for allowing 

    items to differ. The others parameters should be left

    as shown. Close window.

*Ex/Em: 340/510nm (ratio against 380/510nm)* 
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8. Select EVENTS and choose or add event marker 

    for whatever substance you will be adding.

9. Select FOCUS

10. Select START FOCUSING. Adjust focus 

      manually and adjust exposure time if necessary. 

      This exposure time is only for focusing and is 

      independent of the exposure setting under 

      Configure Acquisition which will be used while 

      running the experiment. 

     Close window.
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11. Select ACQUIRE ONE (ACQ ONE) to acquire 

      one image to start out with in all the windows.

12. Select REGIONS and use the circle tools to 

      choose several regions on different cells. 

      

13. Place a square somewhere on the background. 

      Press DONE. The graphs should appear.

14. Select REFERENCES from the Command Bar.

      Change the background reference number for 

      the 2 wavelengths to the number specified for the 

      square ROI. Check the SUBTRACT BACKGROUND 

      box.

Press Acquire Images right before setting ROI’s

to make sure your image has not changed.
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15. Under Experiment Control Panel select 

      SET TIMELAPSE. The timelapse interval 

      wanted can be set (the default is set to 1 

      second). Keep the Number of Acquisitions 

      equal to zero and it will keep acquiring until 

      you pause it from the Control Panel.

16. For saving your information, choosing LOG DATA

      checkbox will prompt to use a DDE or text file log.

      Choose DDE to use EXCEL. Intensity and ratio 

      data, already background subtracted, will be logged 

      every time the F4:ACQUIRE button is active.

      You may want to save your images and ratios

      to a directory. Filenames conform to an 8

      character limit, so give the folder a long name

      and keep the images’ name short. If you save 

      images, you can play back the experiment

      and choose new ROIs, and log new data. 

17. Hit the ZERO CLOCK button and the F4:ACQUIRE

      button when you’re ready to begin the experiment.
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18. Once the experiment is complete, choose CLOSE from the taskbar. 

      Then choose NO, unless you want to save the experimental parameters 

      (wavelength setup, camera settings, etc.) as a protocol that you can 

      recall next time you use MetaFluor.
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4. Select NEW from the Command Bar.

Fluo-4 Ca2+ Imaging - MetaFluor

1. Open the MetaFluor icon from the desktop.

    

2. The Command Bar will open on the MetaFluor desktop. 

    Choose PROTOCOL to load a protocol file.

3. Select the experiment you want to do:  

    FLUO4.FSF. Press OK.

This should open up a:

(1) Fluo4 window,

(2) an Experiment Control panel.

(Corresponding to the Fluo4 protocol you

selected)

1.

2.
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5. Select CONFIGURE EXPERIMENT (CFG EXP) from the Command Bar.

Only one wavelength should be selected for Fluo4. 

Keep the boxes checked as shown Below. Press OK.

6. Select CONFIGURE ACQUISITION (CFG ACQ). 

    Wavelength 1 should be set for Fluo4.

    

7. Under DIGITAL CAMERA ACQUISITION 

    PARAMETERS you can set the exposure time. 

    If you want to have different exposure times for the 

    2 wavelengths then check the box for allowing 

    items to differ. The others parameters should be left

    as shown. Close window.
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8. Select EVENTS and choose or add event marker 

    for whatever substance you will be adding.

9. Select FOCUS

10. Select START FOCUSING. Adjust focus 

      manually and adjust exposure time if necessary. 

      This exposure time is only for focusing and is 

      independent of the exposure setting under 

      Configure Acquisition which will be used while 

      running the experiment. 

     Close window.
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11. Select ACQUIRE ONE (ACQ ONE) to acquire 

      one image to start out with in all the windows.

12. Select REGIONS and use the circle tools to 

      choose several regions on different cells. 

      

13. Place a square somewhere on the background. 

      Press DONE. The graphs should appear.

14. Select REFERENCES from the Command Bar.

      Change the background reference number for 

      the 2 wavelengths to the number specified for the 

      square ROI. Check the SUBTRACT BACKGROUND 

      box.

Press Acquire Images right before setting ROI’s

to make sure your image has not changed.
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16. Under Experiment Control Panel select 

      SET TIMELAPSE. The timelapse interval 

      wanted can be set (the default is set to 1 

      second). Keep the Number of Acquisitions 

      equal to zero and it will keep acquiring until 

      you pause it from the Control Panel.

17. For saving your information, choosing LOG DATA

      checkbox will prompt to use a DDE or text file log.

      Choose DDE to use EXCEL. Intensity and ratio 

      data, already background subtracted, will be logged 

      every time the F4:ACQUIRE button is active.

      You may want to save your images

      to a directory. Filenames conform to an 8

      character limit, so give the folder a long name

      and keep the images’ name short. If you save 

      images, you can play back the experiment

      and choose new ROIs, and log new data. 

18. Hit the ZERO CLOCK button and the F4:ACQUIRE

      button when you’re ready to begin the experiment.
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19. Once the experiment is complete, choose CLOSE from the taskbar. 

      Then choose NO, unless you want to save the experimental parameters 

      (wavelength setup, camera settings, etc.) as a protocol that you can 

      recall next time you use MetaFluor.


